Starting a new life today with the most innovative
Medical & Research center in Eastern Europe.

Our history
Vitality medical center has existed for more than
2 years, during the formation we were focused on
the scientific activity and the development of our
own algorithms and protocols for the
introduction of stem cells.
At the moment we have received accreditation
from the Ministry of Health of Ukraine and have
collected evidence for the use of different stem
cell cultures and optimal concentrations therapy
for various pathologies.

Vitality medical & research center is included in
the holding of ADONIS Medical Group of
Companies, wich has been founded in 1997 in
Kyiv and since then is known for its excellent
reputation.
We care about health of women, men and
children for over 23 years, providing services in
various medical spheres.

Why us?
Our team
We follows exceptional quality
and safety standards. Our
biotechnologist team is one of
the most experienced and
innovative team in Ukraine. We
have more than 14 years
scientific experience in this field.

Personalized treatment
plan for each patient.
For each medical situation we
make a multidisciplinary
consilium to prepare the best way
of treatment for the best success
result. We follow personalized
medicine standards and prepare
the most effective dose and
variety of stem cells. We are not
about quantity but about quality.

Accreditation
We are accredited by
Ukrainian Ministry of
Health and have all
necessary licence and
permissions from
Ukrainian Government.

We take care of
your comfortable
staying with us
We have personal
coordinator for each
patient, that provides all
the necessary
informational support as
well as translation and
follows you 24/ hour

Data-based
treatment
we use only an effective
number of stem cells
and select the most
effective cultures for a
specific disease

find more
information at
vitality-stemcells.com

